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One Step At A Time ...
by Fausto Sala - Vice President FISSC
Dear friends,
I challenge anyone to accuse FISSC of lack of commitment, goodwill or initiative demonstrated throughout the season which has just ended. Even this year the meetings of the council, the general assemblies,
meetings with the istitutional bodies have in fact been on a regular basis and this regularity has allowed time to demonstrate to all football parties, our reliability in representing the real fans of this popular and
fascinating sport practised throughout the whole world.
Its not by continuing to oppose the fan card which provides its own contribution towards the improvement of a situation in which such an instrument has just been reconfrimed, in the guidelines recently issued
by the National Observatory on Sporting Events for the 2012/2013 season, as the only and indispensable instrument to enable anyone to subscribe a season tickets in all the stadiums.
Indeed, this is much more the moment to become spokesmen with our respective clubs, represented by the newly appointed and obbligatory figure of the fan delegate for all clubs in Serie A, B and Lega Pro, to
enrich and certify more the content of the fan card as a pratical means of exclusive fidelity [discounts, concessions, and everything that the clubs deem necessary to increase that sense of belonging of the fan].
Meanwhile two are the new positive aspects that deserve to be highlighted for the next season:
- the possibilty to subscribe even a “non banking” fan card, i.e. Unhooked from all banking institutions, currently almost propesed everywhere as a pre-paid credit card;
- the programme “bring along a friend to the stadium”, according to which card holders will be able, where provided for by hosting clubs in agreement with the visiting team, to purchase a ticket for the away
games for a friend, even if the latter is not a card holder, becoming his guarantee.
And these are decisions adopted by the Observatory bearing in mind the observations made by FISSC in this regard. The same is true for the creation of the National Register of Banners, the institution of which,
without false modesty, is entirely our claim.
Foward thus, one step at a time! But to make the best even from such small steps we need to work all in the same direction. Make known more our Federation within the organisations to which we belong and
as individual club members; let us show them the importance of joining us to fight together for the same objectives; make them feel protagonists of our ambitious but entirely legitimate project to sit and speak
out at the meetings which really count and which makes the ball roll. An important confirmation about all this was just the occassion of our last meeting in Udine: a fruitful meeting under all aspects, with
participation even of foreign fan clubs with whom we could compare and confront, the presence of various Udinese Club presidents and regional delegates of other clubs who have pointed out that, by
participating in our meeting, they could experience first hand and appreciate more the work and role of FISSC plays in favor of the organised fans.

The Federation At Work: FISSC, The Voice of the Fans - Reunion in Milan [20/03/2012] / Udine [26/05/2012]; Reunion FISSC - Observatory / News from the Observatory : All the news from

INSIDE

the Observatory on Sports Events of the Ministry of Internal Affairs / Today’s Case : The Ball is Deflating / Around Italy with FISSC : A trip in the cities of the fans members of the
Federation - A visit to Verona and Chievo / The Fans Corner : News fron the Co-ordination Centres .
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING TEAMS AND THEIR SUPPORTERS WHO
WON HONOURS IN THE 2011/2012 SEASON
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FISSC, The Voice Of The Fans ….
the work of the Directive Council in Milan and in Udine
MILAN – The activities of the F.I.S.S.C. [Italian Federation Of Soccer Supporters Clubs] national organization which brings together
the Coordination Centres of the clubs of Series A, B, and Lega Pro, continues on a spur pace.
Tuesday 20 March took place in the press hall of the “G. Meazza” stadium an important meeting of the directive council that, in
addition to deepen more the specific topics which are mostly linked to the federation internal affairs, also saw the authoritative
intervention of Andrea Abodi, president of the Lega di Serie B. A meeting that, after those which took place in November in Rome
and in December in the offices of the Lega in Milan, confirm the agreement reached with the the president of FISSC, Francesco
Lotito, are systematically and not accidentally appointments.
Durning the meeting Abodi outlined the plans the the Lega di Serie B has developed with the political and sports authorities,
designed to provide a framework in which the football fan is respected when entering the stadium as well as in the public relations
with the istitutions, that must be of a privileged nature.

In this context, the themes developed in the meetings focused precisely on

the accomplishments contemplated in the memorandum of understanding signed by the Leagues, Coni and FIGC for the elimination
of the away fans’ cages and the establishment of information stalls for the fans. In regards to stadiums these must necessarily be
renewed, or in many cases rebuilt, in such a way as to ensure the modernity that still lacks in most of the structures in our country,
while waiting that the related bill in parliament which for quite a time lies idle to be examined by Parliament is finally unblocked.
President Lotito illustrated to the members of the directive board the outcome of the meetings and the increasingly frequent
cotacts held by the FISSC with the National Observatory on Sporting Events, designed especially to facilitate the procedures for enty
in the stadium of fans and banners. The pressing invitation made to the new president of the Observatory Pasquale Ciullo and the
secretary Roberto Massucci is to finally arrive to difine an uniform procedures to be implemented in all the italian stadiums. FISSC
was also asked to send as soon as possible its proposals, modifications or additions to the memorandum of understanding currently
in use, in anticipation of the new one which this year due to the forthcoming European Championships in Poland and Ukraine will be
drawn up in advance [probably mid –May].
Durning the meeting, to bring the FC Internazionale greetings and congratulate FISSC for its activity towards a positive support , intervened the delegate to safety of
the club Nerazzurro, Mauro Ferrara and Sergio Spairani in representation of the Coordinatin Centre Inter Club.
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UDINE – Organised by the Association Udinese Club and held on the 25 and 26 May, the two day periodic workshop of F.I.S.S.C.

[Italian Federation Of Soccer Supporters Clubs] in Udine. On the evening of the 25th, the meeting of the National Executive
Council was held in which all the Federation activity was analysed highlighting the results obtaind but also the objectives still to
be obtained. On the morning of the 26th, in the splendid setting of the press hall of the ‘Friuli Stadium’ was held the National
Assembly of the Coordination Centres coming from all over Italy. After the greetings and thanking by the representatives of the
Association Udinese Clubs, represented by the president Morandini and the former president De Sabata, who highlighted the
presence for the Assembly of representatives of the supporters of Chelsea and Glasgow Rangers as well as the presence of
delegates of Inter Clubs, Milan Clubs, Roma Clubs and Juventus Clubs, present in Friuli. Subsequently, addressed the Assembly,
the town councillor Pizza who conveyed the greetings of the mayor and all the municipal administration of Udine. The
president of the F.I.S.S.C. took the word highlighting at once the new directive dictated by UEFA that impose on soccer clubs a liaison figure, located inside the
corporate framework between the club and the fans. Among other things it was highlighted that precisely in Udine, the Udinese Calcio appointed as "liason figure" the
former president of the AUC, De Sabata, highlighting the importance of the association activity. De Sabata took the opportunity to explain to the audience about the
work the AUC perform with the children of Udine in the project "children at the stadium". President Lotito continued his speech with a quick overview of the issues the
Federation still has to its attention: the current state of the supporter pass, the logistical situation of the stadiums, expensive tickets, matches timetable. All themes of a
tight discussions with both soccer institutions and non. It was also put in evidence the ongoing discussions with the Observatory On Sporting Events. Discussions which
now are constant and continuous. At the end the vice president of the Federation G. Munafò who highligthed some of the legal and technical aspects of the activith of
F.I.S.S.C. in line with soccer institutions and non.
Interesting and source for reflection the intervention by the representatives of the fans of Chelsea and Glasgow Rangers who highlighted the interesting aspects of their
associative experience. Welcomed to the audience was the intervention of the General Director of Udinese Calcio, Collavino that praised the activities of the
Federation spurring it on to always do better, besides giving thanks to the Association Udinese Clubs for the active collaboration it offers to the cub.
Worthy of note was also the intervention of Avv. Biancardi of the Coordination Mantova Clubs, who showed some of the technical and legal aspects and also some of
the anomalies relating to the legislation of the supporter pass. The debate was enriched by the participation from the other delegates.
Area comunicazione F.I.S.S.C
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Reunion FISSC - Observatory
by the FISSC Press Office
Rome, 2 April 2012
In the context of the regular meetings that FISSC holds with the National Observatory on Sporting Events, monday 2 April 2012 an important meeting was held at
the Viminale Palace, office of the Ministry of the Interior in Rome. In this occassion a resumè on the main points that FISSC has in recent months brought to the
attention of the competent bodies. In particular, the President of the Observatory Pasquale Ciullo and the Vice President Roberto Massucci have noted that
talks with the various G.O.S. ["Management of the public order and security within the structures where football games are played"] are in an advanced stage, to
implement the drawing up of a circular concerning the definition of uniform procedures on all the issues relevant to admittance in stadiums [banners,
prefiltering, dedicated paths, identification, etc... etc...]. As an extract to these directives it was agreed upon an adoption to be issued shortly concerning the
admission of umbrellas in all italian stadiums. FISSC, as inspirer for such a measure, will be officially invited bye the Observatory to attend the presentation. It
was also agreed on the positive role played by the President of the Lega Serie B Andrea Abodi and by the Director General of the Lega Pro Francesco Ghirelli
regarding the objective need to proceed to the construction of new stadiums and/or restructuring of existing ones in the interest of the fans and more generally
of the whole italian football. It was also agreed upon suitable initiatives to the requalify the guests sectors [the so-called ’cages’] , as it has just been provided by
the Memorandum of understanding of last June 2011 signed by all interested parties. In this context for the umpteenth time it has been observed the absence of
any initiative in this regard by the Lega Serie A. As for all the other topics brought to the attention of the representatives of the Observatory, it was agreed upon
that the FISSC will be officially invited to participate in one of the forthcoming meetings of the national body, as also agreed with the heads of the FIGC [Italian
Football Federation], to represent the interests of the organised fans. This righteous course represents the way drawn for the formal recognition of FISSC as
the authoritative speaker by the football institutions. In addition, in the context of the relative address regarding the "fan card programme", it was jointly
desired that it should proceed towards more loyalty of the fans through appropriate promotional initiatives to agree upon with the intereseted clubs/companies
that in fact improve and develop this instrument making it become more and more a "fidelity card". Finally, in agreement with the Observatory, it was
reaffirmed the utilty that more consultation and operational confrontation with the rapresentatives of the Federsupporter should take place with the objective
of a more effective way of representing the fans interests within the football system.
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The ‘National Register Of Authorised Banners’ is born...
from the web site of Ansa
[ANSA] - ROME, 2 MAY - The 'National register of authorised banners’ to enter italian stadiums has been finally created. The decision was taken today at a meeting
of the National Observatory on Sporting Events at which, for the first time, have participated as outside observers, FISSC and the
Federsupporters, two fans organisations. A choice whose objective, as underlined by the Viminale, is to open a new season in the
course of legality in the stadiums.
In the register, that will be available for viewing from the Observatory site, will be inserted all the banners which at the beginning
of the season have been authorised, in such a way that the same may not need to be controlled again by the competent police
departments in occasion of away games. Always to the Observatory site, in addition, a section will be opened dedicated to the
fans inside which will be available, for each stadium, with the regulations of use and
information of interest .
On a proposal of the presidents of the two federations of fans, a series of organisational measures were launched in the field of
the introduction of prohibited objects and the discipline for the display of banners in away matches. <<Measures that - affirm the
Observatory - in compliance with the rules, aimed at simplifying the lives of those who attend the stadiums>>.
Finally at the same meeting, a project called "Social Soccer" was presented which aims, through sport, to requalify whole
neighbourhoods with inconvenient problems.
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The Lega Pro signs the agreement for the scheme ‘Stadiums Without
Barriers’….
from the web site www.tuttolegapro.com
Rome, 24 may 2012
In today’s meeting the National Observatory on Sports Events has launched new and important measures to improve the usability by the fans of the stadiums.
The Observatory president Pasquale Ciullo, and the director genetal of the Professional Italian Football League Francesco Ghirelli have signed an agreement
that provides, among other things, the introduction of a new generation fan card, called S-Card [the Supporter Card].
Formost the S-Card has the objective to improve the loyalty course through facilities, discounts and an easy release of the card that, not being a payment
instrument, can be obtained in a short period of time.
Major innovations are also contained in the agreement signed that make out of the Lega Pro, in which 77 professional clubs take part, a real “security
laboratory”.
The process of identifying provinces in which to launch the scheme of stadiums without barriers in the perspective of putting more and more the fan at the
centre of the sport event is on going, thereby improving the conditions of acceptance and quality of the stadiums. The first experiments will be conducted from
next season, in Catanzaro, Aquila, Perugia and Cremona.
<<In particular Aquila – declared Francesco Ghirelli, general director of the Lega Pro– as it is a message of hope that goes beyond football. In a city devastated by
the earthquake and still standing still, and football with president Gizzi gives a signal in countertendency, innovative and of confidence. Stadium without barriers
and supporter trust [fans who acquire shares in the club, as they have done for years in Germany and England with the UEFA and UE blessing]: indicate a new way
of conceiving and produce football. >>.
Among the other shared measures: the institution of Operational Safety Units (GOS) in every stadium of the Lega Pro, the activation of the new technologies for
the the entrance in stadiums of the Lega Pro and the activation of formative courses for the stewards, conducted directly under the responsibilty of the Lega
with the collaboration of the Observatory.
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Observatory, In Clubs Personel Assigned to the Relationships With The
Fans - Guidelines For The New Season Launched...
from the Ansa site
[Ansa] ROMA, 30 mag. - Season tickets and away matches only for the loyal fans; confirmation of an electronic voucher system; enhancement of the
ticketless sale mechanisms, adopted for the Tim Cup; training courses for the Supporter Liaison Officer [personel responsable for the relations with
the fans], from this year obligatory to all the clubs. These are the rules for the upcoming football season launched by the National Observatory for
sporting events. "From the contrast of the violence in the stadiums - spiega l'organismo - to the measures of safety of spectators. This is the spirit with
which the Observatory has launched the guide lines for the upcoming season. The drastic reduction in incidents, also confirmed this year, has in fact led
the collegiate body to direct the strategies in the perspective of a greater participation in sporting events and for a better accessibility to the facilities".
"In fact, there is no doubt - adds the Observatory - that between the vulnus highlighted from the last season there is a perception of insecurity nourished also from the ‘photos’ of
the italian stadiums, often half empty and in a state of abandonment. Also critical, in some cases, the relationship between the club and the same players with the supporters, as
evidenced by the recent events in Genoa".

Observatory, A Questionnaire For An Ultras Identikit...
from the Ansa site
[ANSA] - ROME, 30 MAY - Un questionnaire in order to draw an indetikit of a supporter. The initiative, promoted by the National Observatory on
Sporting Events with the Link Campus University, aims to investigate the evolution of the typical behaviour of ultras groups, as a result of the
activities of prevention and contrast carried out in these last three years.
Italian fans will be able to participate by consluting the following sites: www.figc.it, www.unilink.it, www.legaseriea.it, www.legaserieb.it,
www.legapro.com.
The questionnaire addresses different issues: from the knowledge of the television commercial offers, the habits of entering the stadiums both at
home and away matches, to the feelings that one can experience by assisting to a match in a stadium, with particular attention to the
phenomenon of empty stadiums.
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The Ball Is Deflating….
inquiry on stadium attendance and other
[we would like to thank the University Master in “Sport, Management, Marketing & Sociology”
University of Studies of Milan - Bicocca - Faculty of Sociology]
Recently on the site of Ansa, appeared a news item concerning the number of spectators in Bundesliga matches that in the light of the results of the first half of the season, which saw
an average of 44,000 spectators every match, was going towards another record according to data released by the German Football League [DFL].
And yet according to the DFL in the past season the top german league - the Bundesliga - registered the seventh consecutive record of spectators, with an average presence of 42,101
persons per match, which makes it the most followed in the world.
"These figures are the proof of the attractiveness of the Bundesliga, that draw fans with first class performances and a thrilling which is rarely found in other leagues", said Christian
Seifert, the number 1 of the German Football League.
The average price per ticket - stated Seifert - was of €22.43.
Last month the DFL announced that the 18 Bundesliga clubs had generated in 2010/2011 almost two billiion euro [against the 1,77 billion in the previous season], the seveth
consecutive year the figures have continued to raise.
This news along with what is already known about the attendances in the Premiership in England and in the light of what has happened at the end of January and beginning of
Febuary with many games being postponed due to snow, just to find out later that the real reason for the postponement was the precarious condition in which many stadiums in
Italy are in, has made everyone reflect on what is really happening to italian football.
All this together with articles which appeared on various national newspapers and statements made by both football and political persons, has pushed us to investigate and make
a comparision with other countries such as England, Germany, Spain and France where football is more than just a national sport.
So thanks to an university-based research on the economic trend of professional football in Italy on the threshold of the Financial Fair Play made by the Master in “Sport
Management, Marketing & Sociology” we can present this comparison/confrontation with the other major football countries on the continent.
But first let us make our little comparison between italian to english and/or german football. If one goes to analyse through the direct macthes that every weekend absorb our
attention, what is quite obvious to our eyes is the fact that, while the italian stadiums are half empty except for the big clashes, those in England or Germany are always full being
a big match or lesser in importance.
The why is immediately explained. Firstly stadiums in both England and Germany are very comfortable on the contrary to those in Italy many of which are old structures of the
early twentieth century. Secondly matches at night for example in english football where there are many matches to be played, apart from middle week ones, are few in
comparision with those in Italy between Serie A, B and Lega Pro. While in Italy, 2 matches Serie A matches are played durning the weekend at night, in England there is only one
game - the Monday Night, while in Germany no league matches are played at night.
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Then most of the stadiums both in England and in Germany are owned by the clubs and thus with only the season tickets the sell out is a fact – typical example Manchester
United and its stadium, the legendary Old Trafford with its capacity of 76,212 seats always full whether United are playing against an opponent of rank or one of second, third
or even fourth level. Something that never happens in our stadiums when our big teams are involved. And on this our club managers should reflect and reflect well.
In this our inquiry jumps from the revenues generated by our football to the funding of the youth sector compared with those of the other major foreign leagues.
The reason for this study done by the “Sport Management, Marketing & Sociology” is explained by Prof. Franco B. Ascani Coordinator of the Master :
<<A research financial-economic aiming to identify a new balance between costs and revenues and to indicate - through the numbers - the lines for a methodology of
competiveness for new horizons to the italian football industry.
“The most beautiful league in the world” [with a negative balance of almost 60 million euros in 2011] in the last decade has seen a loss superior to more then 2.7 billion euros
while simutaneously 129 players earn more than 1 million euro per year.
If all the revenue from television rights [i.e., 63% of the total revenues] serve to cover the salaries of the players of Serie A, its easy to understand why our football clubs [only 4
with an active balance in all Serie A] are investing in the youth sector half that of the big European clubs…
A moment of reflection serves, between the plurality of interests of our football, to start a rapid process of revision in view of UEFA’s “financial fair play”.
The Bicocca University got down on the field to give a hand [and not a kick] to the football world which risks to deflate.>>
“From luxury restaurant to a pizza hut. The rich are the others and Italy has been transformed into an outsider. The italians before had the cash; now its the spaniards, the
english and the french who got the cash. I am submissive to these facts now ”.
With these words on italian football, on 3 August 2011, an important executive manager of a Serie A club described in his own way the economic situation of italian football.
THE NUMBERS OF ITALIAN FOOTBALL :


119 professional clubs [20 in Serie A, 22 in Serie B, 36 in Lega Pro Prima Divisione, 41 in Lega Pro Seconda Divisione];



14 thousand professional footballers;



30 milion persons interested in football in Italy;



2 billion and 500 million euros the total value produced by professional football in Italy in 2010;



2 billion and 836 million euros the total cost produced by professional football in Italy in 2010;



346 million euros the net loss produced by professional football in Italy in 2010.

Let’s start by giving a look at the value of production of the football industry -
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Low revenue . To grow serve own club stadiums. But the bill on stadiums is
blocked for years in Parliament without approval.



The Serie A abroad is worth less then a fifth of the Premier League.
The Premier League gets from tv rights sold abroad over half a billion euros,
the Serie A meno less than 100 million euros.
An increament in value is needed. The italian Supercup in Cina is the first
step towards this direction and the need to think as “a League”, not as
single individual clubs.



Salaries absorb 70% of the total revenues.



The italian clubs are excessively dependent on Tv revenue.



In Italy triumphs the false market. The merchandising [77 milion euros] do
not take off, never supported by those who still think that “the value of
football should not be developed”.



Between “Calciopoli” and “Calcio-scommesse”, italian football always
loose.

Serves a new mentality.
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information taken from Wikipidia

Verona is an italian municipality of 264.354 inhabitants, the capital of same namesake province in the Veneto.
Verona is visited each year by almost 3 milion tourists, most of them foreigners, because of its artistic and architectonic richness [among the most well known
monuments the Arena and the house of Giulietta], and for the various annual events [among which the most important are the lyric season at the Arena and the
veronese theatrical summer].
The veronese town has been declared world heritage by UNESCO for its urban structure and for its architecture: Verona is a beautiful example of a city that has
developed gradually and continuously during two thousand years, by integrating artistic elements of the highest quality of the different periods that have succeeded
one another, in addition it represent in an exceptional way the concept of a fortified city, in several determined stages of European history.
The city lies along the banks of the river Adige, at the point where it enters the Po Valley and forms a characteristic double meander, at about thirty kilometers to the east of
Lake Garda. It is located 59 meters above sea level, at the foothills of the southern appendix of the Lessini mountains: mount San Pietro.
In ancient times the city was a nodical point of all the land and sea transport systems in north-eastern Italy. At the times of the Romans, in fact, it was the meeting point of four
consular roads: the Via Gallica, the Via Claudia Augusta, the Vicum Veronensium and Via Postumia. Still today Verona is an important geographic node - road, rail and motorway
–, at the crossroads between the principal lines that connect central Italy and north-west with the Brenner Pass.
As regards the seismic risk, Verona is classified in zone 3, that is of low seismicity.
The Adige River flows through Verona inside the mighty embankment, dams built after the terrible flood of 1882, to protect the city from another
floods. Now it is limited to pass through the city enclosed between the embankment, but until relatively recent times Verona was a city particularly
linked to its river, due to the numerous commercial and industrial activities that its considerable range allowed it to play. The Adige was a
communication route of primary importance, could be crossed up to Trento: has been used since ancient times for the transport of goods, and its
journey was thus served by landings, by crossing points for tax collection, by towers used to support chains, stretched across the river to retain the
goods [in Verona is still present the one upstream of the city, while that downstream went lost], and with castles and fortresses. Once Verona and
its hamlets overlooking the river had an economy connected directly to the presence of water: along its shores the blocks of marble and wood
were finished and later transported by its water, shipyards were present, numerous floating mills, water-scooping machines, warehouses, small industries and craft activities.
The river formed some secondary branches, today no longer existing: near the roman theater on the left stand out, the water channel of the Aqua Morta, so-called for the slow
flow of its waters which in later times then the roman period lost progressively its flow rate and speed, that was rejoined with the main branch at the Ships bridge, forming the
so-called Isolo, an island riverine consisting of gravelly sediment, and the Adigetto, which was instead a wide moat expanded in the medieval age for defensive purposes, that
was separated from the Adige just before Castelvecchio and skirted to the south the city walls, merging to the Adige a little downstream with today’s Aleardi bridge. Besides
these two main branches there were also the so-called vò, more then seventy connections that guaranteed the exchange between the water and the inhabited area.
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Characteristic were the watermills, built on a platform or floating pontoon, in such a way as to be able to adapt to variance of the level of water. On the pontoon there was a
paddle wheel and a wood hut, which hosted the millstone, while bridge called peagno linked it to the riverside.
Documented since the Middle Ages, many of them were controlled by various local monasteries, that in ancient times had the right of exploitation of the river waters; groups of
mills were found in particular near San Zeno, San Giorgio in Braida and Sottoriva. Their number increased throughout the centuries to overcome the 400 units in the course of
the XIX century, to fall down dramatically because of the increasing industrialization of Verona, until their total disappearance at the beginning of the twentieth century.
The flood of 16 September 1882, that invaded good part of the city destoying hundreds of houses, two bridges and causing various victims
behind, forced a deep change to the arrangement of the watercourses; many of these works were constructed in the period 1882-1895 and
changed forever the city appearance. The riverbed of the Adige was expanded and cleaned, the so called embankments along the whole city
were built while both the Adigetto and the branch of the Acqua Morta were closed. To divert part of the waters the industrial Camuzzoni canal
was construdted [dedicated to the mayor with the same namesake in office from 1867 to 1883], that starting from Chievo [where in 1923 a
bridge-dam will be built] run across 7,5 km in direction south-east to fall into the Adige river downstream of the city.
The area that is now Verona has been inhabited since Neolithic times, when propably there was the presence of a village at the southern part
of mount San Pietro, along the course of the Adige river, one of the few crossable points of the river. Mount San Pietro is in fact a rich area in
archaeologic finds, where the ruins of the houses that formed the ancient village was even found. In prehistoric times in the veronese arrived the Gallic Cenomani, who settled
to the west, until the course of the Adige river, and very probably the hilly village was inhabited together by Gallic Cenomani and by the Veneti.
HISTORY :
Latin historians have credited to Euganei, Reti, Venetians, Etruscan or Gallic Cenomani the origins of Verona: the historian Polybius says that in his time [II century B.C.] the
Venetic ethnic was still a large community among the population of the city , and in fact the venetic presence is well documented, in particular at Mount San Pietro, and it is to
his statment that the hypothesis of a venetian foundation is based upon; the other hypothesis of the foundation by the Reti together with the Euganei was instead formulated
by Pliny the Elder [of the former the presence is ascertained by numerous discoveries in veronese territory of their ceramics]; while that of the Gallic Cenomani was instead
supported by Tito Livio.
The first contacts between Rome and Verona are documented around the III century B.C.: and at once relations of friendship and alliance were established. Probably the first
contacts were made in 390 B.C., when the Gauls of Brennus invaded Rome itself: maybe thanks to a diversionary action of the Venetians, the Gauls might have been forced to
come to terms with the Romans. Gallic Cenomani and Venetians helped several times the Romans, even in the conquest of the Cisalpine Gaul. In 174B.C., following the
submission of Cisalpine Gaul and the beginning of a new period of colonization of the Padana plain, the strategic importance of Verona begun to unfold. The Roman Senate
asked the Gallic Cenomani and Venetians the enlargement of the fortified ‘castrum’ that they had granted on Mount San Pietro, while Roman settlers and indigenous peoples
posed the bases for the construction of a new city inside the Adige recess.
Thanks to Cesare, Verona obtained in 49 B.C., the roman citizenship and, by means of the ‘Lex Roscia’, was attributed the rank of municipium and granted an area of well of
3.700 km²: the municipality could therefore use the name of Res publica Veronensium.
Durning the republican period Verona developed and its economy grew: in this period the city, now moved to the Adige recess, began to increase and modernise. During the
imperial period the city became a strategic hub still more important, since it was used as a temparary base for the legions. Under the emperor Vespasian the city reached the
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apex of its richness and splendor: the last great work, in the first century, was the Arena, built since the city, that had now exceeded the 25,000 inhabitants, was in need of a great
building to allow to all its inhabitants to attend shows.
Verona was soon hit by the barbarian invasions, being the first italian stronghold to meet with descenting from northern Europe. For this reason emperor Gallienus, in 265,
spread the walls of the city up to include the Arena, fortifying it in just seven months.
Under Theodoric the Great, in Germany known as Dietrich von Bern, meanig Theodoric of Verona, Verona became a military centre of primary
importance and was the preferred city of the king: Theodoric gave back the city its ancient splendour and raised the walls half destructed by
the earlier barbarian invasions. Subsequently, the Longobards interrupted the short Byzantine domain [restored after the defeat of the
Ostrogoths in the gothic war] on the city, which was the capital of Italy until 571, when the seat of the Longobard court was moved to Pavia.
Verona however remained capital of an important Lombard duchy and one of the main cities of the Langobardia Maior next to Milan,
Cividale and Pavia.
Always in Verona, in 774, Charlemagne was at the head of the last resistance of the Longobards, guided by the son of Desiderio, Adelchi: the
prince sought refuge inside the city, before being forced to flee, marking the end of the Longobard reign. With the fall of the Longobards
coincided with the birth of the Carolingian Empire with the coronation of Carlo Magno [800]; who assigned to his son Pepin that part of the Longobard Empire. The city was
often the destination of the Carolingian emperors, who stayed there for long periods, and hosted many important guests.
In the years after 1000, the north of Itlay was shattered by numerous wars, but Verona always remained faithful to the emperors of the Holy Roman Empire throughout the long
struggle for the investiture with the Papacy. The birth of the Municipality took place in 1136 with the election of the first consuls, while the formation of two parties that later
were called the Guelfs and the Ghibellines saw their beginning. Verona was at first particularly affected by the struggle between these two factions, also because in the
countryside were the larger forces of the guelph faction where situated [the ultimate representatives the counts of Sambonifacio], while the city was predominantly ghibelline
[among the major exponents the Montagues, made famous by the tragedy Romeo e Giulietta di Shakespeare].
Verona was also papal seat for five years. Papa Lucio III in 1181 established in the city, the Papal Curia and by the time of his death, in 1185, was buried in the ‘Duomo’ chancel. At
the Conclave that was held in Verona in the same year and Pope Urban III was elected. Urban was resolute in excommunicating emperor
Federico Barbarossa but the veronesi, fearing retaliation by Federico, protested against such a proceeding take place inside their city walls to
the point that Urban, in 1186, decided to move together with the Curia to Ferrara, where he died a few months after.
The ongoing dispute between the opposing factions finally ceased in 1223, when Ezzelino III from Romano came to power on Verona. At the
beginning the regency ezzeliniana was a peaceful one, but, after rumours of a guelph attack, he imprisoned many guelph exponents in the city
and succeeded in obtaining the title of "imperial vicar in Italy": from that moment began a long period of battles and looting of guelphs cities
and castles, who were trying to oppose him. Emperor Federico II himself, that awarded him the vicariate, began to worry about the
arrogance of Ezzelino III, but he continued to carry out the expansion of the territory, and even Pope Alexander IV promoted a crusade
against Ezzelino, who finally was captured, and died shortly after.
At the time of his death Verona was the only city under his domain which did not end up in the hands of the guelphs.
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In Verona the ghibelline faction maintained the upper hand and, with Mastino I della Scala, the venetian city passed in a non traumatic way from Municipality to Lordship. It was in
particular with Cangrande I della Scala, illuminated and respected Lord, that the city discovered a new period of splendor and importance, so
much so that Dante dedicated to him the entire canticle of Paradise in the Divine Comedy. His power extended over a good part of northern
Italy: becoming lord of Verona, Vicenza, Padua, Treviso, Belluno, Feltre, Monselice, Bassano, as well as imperial vicar of Mantua and head of
the ghibelline faction in Italy. Cangrande however died at only 38 years of age, according to tradition due to a congestion taken by drinking
from a cold spring. The untimely and unexpected death of Cangrande della Scala left the Lordship without direct descendants and the power
was taken by his nephew Mastino I della Scala, that, with the acquisition of Lucca, extended the Lordship up to the Tyrrhenian Sea. This
territorial expansion worried the bordering states and provoked the formation of the league composed by the Visconti, Carraresi, Estensi and
by the Gonzaga family, against with the veronese army fought two great battles before the final surrender. The Scaligera Lordship suffered
thus a territorial resizing and was weakened by disagreement among the influential families. It was finally occupied by the Visconti. The Visconti rule was severe, but of short
duration, and with the death of Gian Galeazzo Visconti, the city fell under the Carraresi. Veneci took advantage of the malcontent of the veronese and the disorders which
continued into the city, so its army, helped in part also by the people, succeeded in entering the city and defeat the Carraresi.
On 24 June 1405 Verona passed under the devotion of Venezia, under which the city enjoyed a long period of peace that lasted until 1501,
when the Venetian Republic was attacked by the powers of the League of Cambrai. Ended the war of the Holy Covenant, begun for Verona a
new period of peace which found its end not because of war, but for a devastating disease: the plague, brought to Italy in 1630 by german
soldiers. The city was full of bodies that were burned or thrown into the Adige for lack of space. For the city was a real disaster: its enough
to bear in mind that in 1626 were counted 53,333 inhabitants, that were reduced to 20,738 at the end of the plague: more then half of the
population, therefore died. The number of inhabitants returned to a similar level only at the end of the eighteenth century [in 1793 were
49,000). The XVI century saw a revival of the economy and the building of churches and important palaces, one of the most important
architects was Michele Sammicheli. In this period of artistic and cultural rebirth, the famous new technique of the veronese concerts of bells
was born, in addition to dozens of academies that deterimed a floursh of cultural activities of European dimension.
In May of 1796, during the campaign of Italy, the austrians were defeated in Piedmont by General Napoleon Bonaparte, and they had to make a hasty retreat up to the Trentino,
while Napolean and the french revolutionary ideas went to upset the tranquility of the veronese: in fact the austrians in retreat occupied Peschiera, violating the venetain
neutrality , and Napoleon took the opportunity to occupy in turn Peschiera and later entered in Verona.
In 1797 Napoleon, with the Treaty of Campoformio, handed over the city to the austrians, after the veronese attempted a courageous antifrench revolt, the Verona Uprisings. At the end the dead french totaled to 500 soldiers, the injured were about a thousand, and the prisoners
2,400 [of which 500 soldiers and 1,900 family members]. Therefore from the 3,000 french soldiers stationed at the time of the revolt about a
thousand [between dead and prisoners] were put out of combat. With the subsequent Treaty of Luneville, Verona was divided in two along
the course of the Adige: the right side to the french, the left side [which the french called in a despicable way Veronette, from which the name
Veronetta originated] to the austrians, and so it remained until 1805 when the latter handed over the entire Veneto to France. With the
Congress of Vienna of 1815, Verona passed permanently in the hands of the austrians and remained thus until 1866, becoming the most important strategic peak of the quadritaleral,
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area of great military importance in the Habsburg strategy, which was intended to act as a cushion against the assaults of the Piemontesi, which sought to conquer the austrian
Lombard-Veneto .
The history of the italian Verona began on 16 October 1866 with the conquest of the Veneto by the House of Savoy in the wake of the third war of independence: from here
onwards the city knew a period of relative tranquillity, however troubled by an economic crisis that lasted until after the Second World War, which had as its main consequence the
emigration of hundreds of thousands of Veronesi. In 1882 Verona was hit by a tremendous flood, and the Adige river flooded much of the city, thus, in the following years, to
protect the city from other floods, the so-called solid embankments were built, and the city had to give up one of its most characteristic aspects of "city that lived on water".
Very hard was the Second World War parenthesis, during which it was one of the cities most affected by the bombing, with 11,627 houses completely destroyed and 8,347 seriously
damaged. After the fall of fascism, Verona became indeed an important centre of the Italian Social Republic. The trail of Verona, instituted against Galeazzo Ciano and other
fascist officials, accused of having conspired with Badoglio to arrest Mussolini, decreed their brief execution on the banks of the Adige river.
PLACE NAME:
The origin of the name ‘Verona’ is unknown, but in time numerous suppositions were made: the name may be derived from the etruscan Vera, probable a person’s name [names of
this type are common in Tuscany]; from a not so well clear gallic source; by the name of a roman family; from the latin word ver, that means "spring". According to a legend
[collected by the chronicler Galvano Fiamma] the mythical founder of Verona, the gallic leader Brennus, called the new town ‘Vae Roma’, that is ‘Evil Rome’, which later was
transformed into Verona.
EMBLEM:
The municipal coat of arms was born around the middle of the XIII century, when Verona was still a free municipality, and the previous coat, carrying a white cross on
a red field, was replaced by a banner of the Veronesi Arts, having a gold cross in a blue field, today the heraldic colours of Verona.
Another symbol of Verona, which is also reproduced in the coat of the province, is the scaligero banner: the best known sees a white ladder, with four or five pegs,
on a red field. There are also two variants of the latter coat, even if today little is known: one with two rampant dogs to the sides of the ladder, and one with the
imperial eagle at the top of the ladder, assumed officially, the latter, by Alboino della Scala and Cangrande I della Scala as imperial vicars, office assigned by the
emperor Henry VII of Luxembourg.
MONUMENTS AND PLACES OF INTEREST:
THE ARENA OF VERONA
The Verona Arena is the world’s third-largest amphitheater to survive from
Roman antiquity. It’s outer ring of white and pink limestone was almost
completely destroyed during a major earthquake in 1117 but the inner part is
still amazingly well preserved. The Verona Arena was built in 30 AD and
could host 30,000 spectators. The Roman amphitheater has been used
continuously throughout the centuries to host shows and games: gladiator
fights during Roman times, tournaments in the Middle Ages and from the
18th century until the present day the arena is the setting for Verona’s
spectacular opera performances.
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ROMAN THEATRE
The theatre was built in the late 1st century BC. Before its construction, two
walls were built alongside the Adige River, between the Ponte di Pietra and the
Ponte Postumio, to protect it against floods.
Today only remains of the edifice are visible, recovered starting from around
1830. They include the cavea and the steps, several arcades of the loggias and
remains of the stage. The theatre was discovered by Andrea Monga [1794-1861],
a rich businessman who bought all the area and conducted the excavations.
Only in 1904 the whole area was purchased by the municipality of Verona,
which continued the work. It is considered to be the most important roman
theater in northern Italy.

PORTA BORSARI
It dates to the 1st century AD, though it was most likely built over a preexisting gate from the 1st century BC. An inscription dating from
emperor Gallienus' reign reports another reconstruction in 265 AD. The Via
Postumia passed through the gate, which was the city's main entrance and
was therefore richly decorated. It also originally had an inner court, now
disappeared. The gate's Roman name was Porta Iovia, as it was located
near a small temple dedicated to Jupiter lustralis. In the Middle Ages it was
called Porta di San Zeno, while the current name derives from the guard
soldiers which were paid the dazio (Latin bursarii).
CATHEDRAL OF SAN ZENO
The Cathedral of San Zeno is considered one of the masterpieces of
romanesque architecture in Italy. It was developed in three levels and the
current structure was set in the XXI century. The name of the saint is
sometimes reported in two ways, and so the cathedral is sometimes also
called : San Zeno Maggiore or San Zenone. Among the numerous works of
art, it hosts a masterpiece of Andrea Mantegna, the San Zeno altarpiece.

CATHEDRAL OF SAN LORENZO
The small Romanesque Basilica of San Lorenzo is one of the finest and most
important in the city. Its dates from around 1177, but is built on the site of a
Paleochristian church, some fragments of which remain. The church is built
of alternating tracks of brick and stone, and has two cylindrical towers,
housing spiral staircases to the women's galleries. Inside, the atmosphere
is rather severe, but is still quiet and peaceful. The striped bands of stone
and brick and the graceful arches complement the setting.
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PONTE PIETRA
The Ponte Pietra once known as the Pons Marmoreus, is a Roman arch
bridge crossing the Adige River in Verona, Italy. The bridge was completed in
100 BC, and the Via Postumia from Genua to the Brenner Pass passed over it. It
originally flanked another Roman bridge, the Pons Postumius; both structures
provided the city (on the right bank) with access to the Roman theatre on the
east bank. The arch nearest to the right bank of the Adige was rebuilt in 1298
by Alberto I della Scala. Four arches of the bridge were blown up by
retreating German troops in World War II, but rebuilt in 1957 with original
materials.
DUOMO OF VERONA
Verona Cathedral (Italian: Cattedrale di Santa Maria Matricolare, or
simply Duomo di Verona) is a church in Verona, northern Italy.
It was erected after two Palaeo-Christian churches on the same site had been
destroyed by an earthquake in 1117. Built in Romanesque style, the cathedral
was consecrated on September 13, 1187. The structure was later modified by
several renovation interventions, although the plan has remained unchanged.

CASTELVECCHIO
Initially the castle took the name of San Martino in Aquaro, after the preexisting church enclosed in the court of arms, the existence of which dated
back to the VIII century. The namesake may take back to either to the
proximity of the Adigetto [aquarium or channel] and the closeness of a bridge
[quaro], that would have overtaken the same channel, or the Adige. It took
the name of Castelvecchio only after the construction of the castles of San
Felice and San Pietro. Currently assigned to accomodate the civid museum and
it is the most important military monument of the Scaliger dynasty.

PIAZZA DEI SIGNORI
Piazza dei Signori, also known as Piazza Dante, s a square located in the
historical centre of Verona, adjacent to Piazza delle Erbe. The square saw
its birth in the middle ages with the development of the scaligeri palaces,
and assumed from the very beginning all the politic, administrative and
representation functions. The square is surrounded by monumental
buildings connected together by arcades and loggias. From about a year
Piazza Dante , every Wednesday evening is the meeting place of hundreds
of young people and university students. Between guitars playing,
flamenco dancing and capoeira battles the square has quickly became the
new social veronese phenomenon, involving more and more people and
attracting more tourists in summer.
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THE HOUSE OF JULIET
The house of Juliet is a medieval palace in Verona, located in Via Cappello,
within walking distance from the central piazza delle Erbe. The tragedy of
Romeo and Juliet has found in Verona even confirmations, and fantasy has
mixed realty and legend, so much so that various places have been recognized
as the setting for Shakespeare famous play.
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Chievo [Céo in the veneto] is a district of Verona, of about 2,500 inhabitants, located to the west of the city, about four kilometers from the historic centre, along the banks of the
river Adige.
Its name derives from latin "clivius mantici", i.e. "the hill of the mystical [forest]". Today it is a luxuriantly green suburb west of Verona, but
originates as an inhabited agricultural and sheep farming already in pre-roman era. An immense wood that spreaded on valleys and hillsides, in
view of the hills and furrowed by the Adige, that in this place, in its recess, created an island. On this was created a river port and a sawmill,
around which arose the first mills. Today, the name of many districts reveals the importance of the village already at the time of the Lombards
[ex. Bionde from the germanic Biunt]. Pepin, son of Charlemagne, donated to the parish of San Procolo the entire region. A little more to the
west of the island, always along the Adige, stood a church dating back to the XII century. This, dedicated to Santa Maria Clivense, was flanked
by a fortified tower, in which would have housed the emperor Federico Barbarossa, and a hospital run by Benedictine monks. The Bionde court
is the building that best preserve the historical medieval traces.
Between this village and the city, met a small monastery dedicated to Sant’Agata, the small church of St. Catherine and St. Ignatius while, continuing toward Bussolengo there
stands the church of Saints Modest and Crescenzio [known as the old church of Saint Vito] and St. Jacob Apostle of the horn. Excluding the latter two,
the other buildings no longer exist, including the primitive village of the Chievo that stood in the peninsula of Boscomantico: in a strategic position
elevated and surrounded by the river on three of its four sides. From 1350 to 1450, in fact, the harbour of the insulate had acquired so much
importance that, the entire village, gradually moved and remained there, to this date. Here was planted at that time the parish church, whose parish
priest was elected by the heads of the families of the place. This new building, remained the only one, was larger than the others and incorporated
two earlier buildings: a chapel dedicated to the Vergin Mary Ausiliatrice and a small oratory dedicated to St. Peter. The remains of these buildings are
likely to be found in the little church in the winter canonical complex, also called the chapel of the relics. The whole complex was dedicated to the
mystical egyptian hermit Antonio the Abbot [healer and protector of pets, who lived in the III century]. The church underwent many alterations in neo
-gothic and neoclassical style during the XVII and XVIII centuries, in 1922 the organ was installed and in 1937 it was extended by two sections. Only a
fresco is what remains today of the medieval proof. This "Piety", of the fourteenth century period, was translated in the modern parish church from
its original location: a capital that in the ‘500 had to be demolished for the accomplishment of the esplanade. The
healthy climate and the luxuriant of the flora, were the result of the building of many aristocratic villas of the veronese nobility, in some of which
sojourned various austrian emperors and Savoy sovereigns.
The villa "Pullè", the greatest and most beautiful, is today in a state of shameful dereliction and, with it, its marvelous frescoes. Other places of
undoubted interest is the austrian stronghold, the mill of ‘Fate’, the locality of Boscomantico, the turbine and the cycling of the channels
Camuzzoni and Biffis from which the green countryside and the historical villas can be admired.
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Associazione Calcio ChievoVerona
The Football Association ChievoVerona is one of the two football teams of Verona. From 2008/2009 season militate in Serie A, after having already played from
2001 to 2007.
In veneto the team is called Céo even if the nickname mostly known in the rest of Italy is "the mussi" or "the mussi that fly", that is to say "the flying asses ",
ironically attributed by the same clivensi in reply to a banter from the fans of the Hellas Verona. In 2001, on the occasion of the first promotion in Serie A, a
"winged musso" also appeared on the official web site of the club. The veronese press, often, refers to the clivense team using the term "the team of the dam".
This is due to the presence, in Chievo, of a dam on the river Adige.
Chievo constitutes an unique in the italian football panorama, being the only team coming from the minor regional categories to ascent the entire pyramid of the national football
and arrive in Serie A: the clivense club was the protagonist, in time, of a remarkable ascent from the amateur leagues, until arriving to the peak of professional football. In fact,
once achieving promotion to Serie C2 in 1986, the club has known a rapid ascent: in 1989 obtained promotion to C1 and in 1994 the one to Serie B. Thanks to the historic
promotion in Serie A, in 2001, it became the centre of the media attention and became known to the public at large. The arrival to the top of italian football of a formation of a
small quarter was seen as a large enterprise and the shrewd club management of Chievo was, from most parts, taken as model. In 2002 debuted even in european football,
competing in the UEFA Cup, while in 2006 took part in the preliminaries of the UEFA Champions League, thanks to the contemporary penalties inflicted to Juventus, relegated in
B, of Fiorentina and of Lazio. Relegated in Serie B in 2007, the following year immediately regained the top league. On 30 January 2011, in the match Brescia-Chievo, the clivense
team reached the 100 victories in Serie A.
The “Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro Chievo” [The National Afterwork Foundation Chievo] was born in 1929 on the initiative of some football
fans of the veronese quarter of Chievo. The original club colours were blue and white, alternating on a squared shirt with white shorts. In the
beginning the club was not officially affiliated with the FIGC, playing only friendlies. From 1931 the blue became sky blue, so much so, that for
many years, the Chievo players were called the white-celestial. On 8 November 1931, Chievo played its first official match, against Domegliara,
winning it. However, the opponents complained and the match was canceled [the replay was won by Domegliara for 2-1]. In 1933 the team
won the Free Provincial Championship, accessing the venetian finals, arriving second. The team repeated the success in the Provincial phase
two years later. The activity of the O.N.D. Chievo terminated in 1936, as a result of unresolved financial issues that persisted for months.
At the end of the second world war, in 1948 the club was refounded as A.C. Chievo and enrolled in the Regional Second Division. In the 1950/1951 season the team won the
regional league of the Second Division. In April 1952 made his debut in the team Bruno Vantini, goal record scorer with the club’s jersey, with
which he played up to 1971. In 1957 the team moved to the parish playing field "Carlantonio Bottagisio", where the home games were played
until 1986. In 1959, as a result of the restructuring ofthe national championships, Chievo was admitted to play in the second category.
Always in that year, the team changed the name into Cardi Chievo [from the name of the new sponsor], and obtained rapidly promotion to the
First Category. Chievo remained in this league up to 1963, when it suffered the first relegation in its history as a result of a disappointing
season.
In 1964 Luigi Campedelli, a businessman and owner of Paluani, became president of Chievo. In the course of the following years, he
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surrendered the presidential office, while remaining patron of the club. Only in 1990 he reassumed the office of president.
Under the management of Campedelli, Chievo reached the frofessional world, climbing up little by little the pyramid of italian
football . In 1965 the clivensi won the championship of the Second Category and obtained the promotion. After two seasons in
the first category, the team was relegated again in 1967. In the 1967/1968 season, Chievo won again the Second Category
League, pulled along by the 19 goals of foward Bruno Vantini. However, the club decided to renounce to promotion for
economic problems. It played again in the second category, winning it again in 1969.
Bruno Vantini

In 1970 il Chievo concluded in eight place the First Category championship, thus being allowed to participate in the Promotion
League the following season. After five seasons in promotion, in 1975 the clivensi, led by coach Nicola Ciccolo, won the championship, gaining promotion to Serie
D. Despite the success obtained on the pitch, the financial situation was very delicate at the moment, as a result of the abandonment of sponsor Cardi. The team
[which returned to its old denomination A.C. Chievo], succeeded in overcoming the difficulties and, in 1976, concluded in tenth
place its first championship in D. At the beginning of the 1978/1979 season the team was entrusted to Carlo De Angelis. The year
1979/1980 proved to be particularly difficult. Coach De Angelis was exonerated, replaced by Angelo Barbi and subsequently
recalled. The team obtained safety only on the last day. In summer of 1980 the team passed in the hands of coach Dario Baruffi,
who remained in charge until 1984. In 1981 the team took the name of Paluani Chievo, from the name of the sponsor Paluani. In
the 1984/1985 season the coach was Emilio Zanotti, while in 1985 Carlo De Angelis was recalled to take charge again. In the
Nicola Ciccolo
1985/1986 championship Chievo remained always in the first positions, contesting for first place with Bassano. At the end of the championship, the
two teams had to play a promotion decider in Brescia, which saw the vicentine team prevail. However, on 13 June 1986 a sentence for unlawful
sporting conduct condemned Bassano and Chievo were awarded promotion to Serie C2.
In 1986, the team returned to be simply called again A.C.Chievo and started to play its home games inside the "Bentegodi" Stadium of Verona.
In the three leagues played in Serie C2, the veronese team placed fourth place twice [1987, 1988] and obtained promotion in 1989, following the victory of its own group. On the
clivense bench succeeded De Angelis, who resigned in the summer of 1987, first Luigi Busatta, who managed the team in 1988/1989, then Gianni Bui, who conducted Chievo to
Serie C1. In these championships fondamental for the team was the contribution given, in terms of goals, of the pair Fiorio-Folli. In 1990 Luigi Campedelli returned as president of
the club. To indentify more the team with the city, he decided to change the name to A.C. ChievoVerona. In C1, for the first two seasons Bui was reconfirmed at the head of the
team, which finished in sixth place in 1990 while in 1991 obtained safety on the last day finishing forteenth. The 1991/1992 season saw the third call of Carlo De Angelis on the bench
of Chievo. The team placed seventh at the end of the championship and the clivense striker Riccardo Gori won the top scorer table with 13 goals. On 15 September 1992 the
president Luigi Campedelli died suddently of a heart attack. To succeed him in at the head of the club was his son Luca. In 1993 Chievo finished once again seventh. Foe the next
season, Alberto Malesani was appointed the new coach and Chievo finished first in its group winning promotion to Serie B. The cycle of Malesani as coach lasted until the end of
the 1996/1997 Serie B championship. In the first two seasons in Serie B the team placed thirteenth [1994/1995] and fourteenth place [1995/1996] and played the first derby in its
history against Hellas Verona. Chievo was very competitive in the 1996/1997 season, arriving to aim for promotion to Serie A, but finished only seventh. The striker Raffaele
Cerbone scored 20 goals, resulting among the first in the top scorer table.
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In the 1997/1998 season it was Silvio Baldini who replaced Malesani [who went to Fiorentina] on the bench. Chievo finished in tenth place in the championship, and Baldini left the
team. For the 1998/1999 season the team was entrusted to Domenico Caso, who, however, was lifted from office in december, due to poor results. The coach was replaced by
Lorenzo Balestro e Luciano Miani. The pair managed to centre safety [the team ended eleventh] and was confirmed for the 1999/2000 season, in which Chievo ended in fifteenth
place.
In the summer of 2000, was appointed as new coach Luigi Delneri, who opened a four year cycle which brought the team from Serie B to qualification in the UEFA
Cup. In 2000/2001 the team finished third and was promoted to Serie A.
« For me it is as if it was a dream, when i wake up, I will tell you.»
(Luca Campedelli, after being promoted to Serie A in 2001)
The surprising performance in its first Serie A appearance, the team became the centre of the great media attention. The press begun to talk about the Chievo Miracle. The fifth
place in Serie A in 2001/2002 season, product of 54 points [14 games wons, 12 drawn and 8 lost; 57 goal scored and 52 suffered], allowed the team to participate in
the UEFA Cup 2002/2003, where they were eliminated in the first round by Red Star Belgrade. In the second and third season of its history in A, Chievo obtained a
seventh [2002/2003] and a ninth place [2003/2004]. In 2004 Delneri left Chievo and was replaced by Mario Beretta. However, the milanese coach did not
conclude the 2004/2005 season, being exonerated three days from the end, with the team in full battle to avoid relegation. In his place was called Maurizio
D'Angelo, a former ensign of the team , who succeeded in saving Chievo from relegation. For the season 2005/2006, the club decided to entrust the team to
Giuseppe Pillon. Chievo arrived seventh in the league, but, aftern the facts of Calciopoli and the consequent reorder of the league table, it climbed some positions
to find itself in fourth place. This allowed the clivense team to contest the third preliminary round of the Champions League 2006/2007, from which it was
immediately eliminated at the hands of the Bulgarians of Levski Sofia. Chievo passed from Champions League to the UEFA Cup. The portuguese of the Sporting Braga brought an
end to the european journey of the veronese team in the double match of the first round. The eliminations, but above all, the negative start in the championship, convinced the
mangement to sack Pillon and recall Luigi Delneri. The attempt by the author of Chievo Miracle to revive the fortunes of the team were in vain: Chievo closed in eighteenth
position and got relegated in Serie B. In the 2007/2008 season the team, led by Giuseppe Iachini, won the championship and instantly returned to Serie A. Sergio Pellissier, author
of 22 goals, ended up top scorer. In the 2008/2009 season management sacked Iachini in November, with the team at the bottom of the table. In his place was called Domenico
Di Carlo, who, thanks to the points won in the second round, succeeded in fully center the objective and save the team. In 2009/2010 ChievoVerona closed the first round in midtable, always managed to maintain a couple of points above the relegation zone. Mathematical safety arrived with well four games still to be played, on 25 April in Florance after
beating 2 - 0 Fiorentina. In the end Chievo finished the season in 14º place, with a total of 44 points. The season 2010/2011, under the technical guidance of Stefano Pioli, who
substituted Di Carlo who went to Sampdoria, saw Chievo solitary at the head of the table with full points after two league games. On 30 gennaio 2011, with the victory for 3-0 on
Brescia, Chievo celebrated the 100th victory in Serie A, returning to mind the words said by Luigi Delneri the day of the first victory in Serie A in August of 2001:
« We will be great when the victories will become ten, twenty, fifty, perhaps one hundred. »
[Luigi Delneri, after the first victory in Serie A in August 2001 against Fiorentina]
Successivly they managed to stabilise their position in mid-table, until reaching safety with two games in hand, drawing in Turin with Juventus for 2-2 and finishing in 11th position
with 46 points. During the season Chievo collected important results, like the double victory on Napoli, the two draws with Juventus, the point with Roma and home win on
Inter.
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DENOMINATION: Over the years, the club has changed its name on various occasions. Twice in its history [1959/1975 and 1981/1986], with the name of the clivense team appeared
that of the sponsor. In 1990, the then president Luigi Campedelli decided to change the club’s name in ChievoVerona, to indentify it more with the city of Verona.
1929 - 1936

O.N.D. Chievo

1948 – 1959

A.C. Chievo

1959 - 1975

A.C. Cardi Chievo

1975 - 1981

A.C. Chievo

1981 - 1986

A.C. Paluani Chievo

1986 – 1990

A.C. Chievo

from 1990

A.C. ChievoVerona

COLOURS: In the history of the clivense club, two were the main colours of the club’s jersey: the ‘biancoazzurro’, used until 1956, and the ‘gialloblu’,
still in use. In 1948/1949 season, the club’s management, due to economic crisis, with a refounded team, bought ‘rossoblu’ jerseys. This uniform was
used only for that season [already from the next season Chievo returned to wear the ‘biancoceleste’ jersey]. Since the eighties present on the first
official jerseys there is the symbol of Cangrande della Scala.
COAT OF ARMS: Source of numerous controversies, extended in time, was the association of the symbol of the ladder with the ChievoVerona club. The use of the symbol was
claimed by the supporters of the Hellas Verona and considered to be unathourised use of a copyrighted symbol since from 1971 is the main coat or arms of Hellas Verona and of the
Brigate Gialloblu. The President of Chievo, Luca Campedelli, subsequently replied to a statement of the Verona south stand, stating that the symbol does not only represents the
city inasmuch as effigy of the Scaliger family, but since the ’30s is present on the Chievo jerseys, as witnessed by photographs of the period, thus this claim would only be
considered as a phenomenon of ’envy’ and ‘disturbance’ towards the ChievoVerona club. In addition the clivensi fans, especially the youths of the North Side, even if aware of the
symbols originally used, prefer to be recognize through the white and sky-blue colours and the symbol of the dam of Chievo.
STADIUM: Chievo, during its history, has played its home matches on four different grounds. Since the team achieved a place in professional football [1986], the home matches
are played at the Stadium "Bentegodi" of Verona. On the "Stefani"playing field Chievo played its first official match in its history [08/11/1931] and won two Free Provincial
Championships [in '33 and in '35]. In the period when the "Cardi and Biondani" playing field was used the team won the championship of the Second
Division ['51] and played several leagues of the First Division. In 1957, Chievo changed again the playing field and shifted to the "Carlantonio Bottagisio",
very dear to the clivensi supporters, especially those of old memories. On this playing field, in fact, the team achieved a good part of its climb from the
amateur series. It got its name from Cav. Bottagisio, who freely transferred the land, part of his own properties, to the parish. The parish priest Don
Silvio Venturi helped the parishioners to adapt the land into a football ground.
Still, at the entrace to the “Bottagisio”, is present the inscription “Parish Sport Field”. It was used for home games from 1957 ti 1986. During this period
numerous maintenance interventions were made. Today the ground is used for part of the youths training and matches, while the first team use it to play friendly matches on
special commemorative events. Its situated in Chievo, close to the Adige river. In the twenty nine years that the "Bottagisio" was used, the team obtained four promotions from
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the Second Categorie to the First ['60, '65, '69; the team renounced to promotion obtained in '68 because of financial problems], two relegations from the First to the Second
Category [’63, ‘67] and the admission to the Promotion Championship ['70]. In '75 obtained promotion to Serie D. The "Bottagisio" hosted the clivensi home games even their
during the 11 years passed in Serie D. In 1986, Chievo won the promotion in C2. Its historical playing field was not adequate for professional league games, so Chievo went to play in
the "Bentegodi". It was during this period that Chievo obtained the promotions to C1 ['89], B ['94] and A ['01, '08], in addition to the relegation in 2007 to Serie B. The "Bentegodi"
also hosted Chievo’s home games in the european tournaments: Champions League in 2006, UEFA Cup in 2002 and 2006.
Periodo

Campo di gioco

1929 – 1936

Stefani

1948 – 1957

Cardi e Biondani

1957 – 1986

Carlantonio Bottagisio

from 1986

Marcantonio Bentegodi

‘Amici del ChievoVerona’ [Friends of the ChievoVerona]
The Coordination "Amici del ChievoVerona" was founded in 1995 thanks to the incentive of persons close to the Associazione Calcio ChievoVerona
environment with the purpose of contacting and coordinate the activities of supporters’ club which arose spontaneously after the historical promotion in Serie
B. In addition to the support of various persons interested in the initiative, it is to mention the contribution made towards the cause by Alessandro Cardi,
promoter of the movemoent and by Marco Pacione, former player of many teams amongst whom Juventus and Verona, who had the task to refer to the club.
The role of the Coordination is to manage the moderate part of the fans of the team ChievoVerona: organises social dinners for the various clubs, travelling of
fans for the away games, football tournaments between the affiliated clubs and maintains the contact between the fans and the club.
For its own beliefs and interpreting even the expectations of the management of ChievoVerona, the members of the directive board are engaged in a policy designed to bring the
football event on a more human level, seeking to meet not to clash with the opposing fans, organising festive lunches, football matches and banners exchanges .
In addition to these initiatives the Coordination is sensitive to solidarity examples by helping, in its own way, the former parish priest of Chievo now a missionary in Brazil, Dr.
Alberto Piubello, a doctor who is working in Camerun, and recently also A.G.B.D., an association that helps people affected with the Down’s syndrome. Such a mentality gives
credit to the "Amici del ChievoVerona" among those responsible for other italian fan clubs officially recognized, resulting for three times, between 1995 and 1999, the most correct
audience in its category, in addition to winning in 2000/2001 and also in the next season 2001/2002 the Fair Play Trophy "Gaetano Scirea".
Stating to be necessary a certain organisation, even legal,in 1997 the members of the coordination decided to form themselves as a non-profitable association, drawing up its own
statutes to which all affliated clubs should abide by, aimed to regulate the association in an uniform manner, urging solidarity and friendship in sport.
This new legal dimension, makes it possible for the association to autonomously revise, after some collaboration, their own information organ , "La Voce del Chievo" [The Voice of
Chievo], on which are divulged the various activities in program and its philosophy of "being fans". The magazine, distributed on the terraces of the Bentegodi Stadium, offers the
board the possibility, throught the advertisements insertions, to collect funds intended to facilitate the activities for members such as travelling for away games, events and social
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evengings which from time to time are organised.
In this context it is worth mentioning the availability offered by two board members for the implementation of semiserious cyclostyle and sports information that, in 1997,
accompanied the gialloblù fans away from the Bentegodi: "Quei del Ceo Scarabocchio dei tifosi della diga in trasferta" [Those Scrawling Ceo Fans of the Dam in travel].
Also linked to the fortunes of the team, the Coordination "Amici del ChievoVerona" in the 1999/2000 season reached a total of 11 clubs distributed between the city and the
province of Verona and one present in the Trentino territory. Also active from that year a group denominated "Le Monelle" which gathers the female element of the Chievo
support and is in relationship with other similar female associations in Italy.
The 2000/2001 season, which ended with the promotion of ChievoVerona in Serie A, marks the explotion of the phenomenon Chievo in all its aspects, projecting it to national
limelight. There was an increase in the number of affiliated clubs and even the demand to inaugurate new ones; the colour and animation on the terraces of the Bentegodi
increased and more fans joined in the away games’ trips organised, while the council members and their collaborators did their utmost to manage this growing enthusiasm.
Among the various clubs, the lion’s share is held by the club "La Pantalona" lacated at the central bar of Chievo, in the past the seat and magazine of the club itself, and now the
meeting place for the youth teams. The club contribute up to now as a point of reference to the whole movement, but it should correctly be pointed out, that, in a small
environment as the supporters of ChievoVerona, its the ensemble of all clubs which make the "Amici del ChievoVerona" something unique and particular.
The triumphant cavalcade in the first season in Serie A and the qualification to the UEFA Cup, after being on the verge of winning a place in the Champions League makes of the
club a planetary phenomenon. The press writes with emphasis on the achievements of the ‘team of the Dam’ and the paradox of the “mussi volanti” becomes a symbol. The
attention for the team is reversed even on its supporters: interviews, special reportage prepare the way for the birth of clubs even far away from Verona.
The two successive championships produce the effect that although going through various vicissitudes, the ‘gialloblu’ establish themselves in the top category and, equally, the
Coordinations begins to include regularly some forty officialy affiliated clubs.
In summer of 2003 the “Gruppo Baracade” [Baracade Group] is born, a group of friends that pursues the goal of bringing in moments of celebration around the sporting event. The
many points in common with the Coordination philosophy, makes it possible for its members first as helpers to the Board and then as counselors to all the effects. The policy of the
pre-match meetings with the opposing fans obtained a new bounce in advance and even meetings between the affiliated clubs are organised for the purpose of reinforcing the
feeling between the gialloblu fans. Of course there is no lack of charity projects such as the initiatives in favor of the G.A.L.M., and the significant contribution that the
Coordination offers to the club in accomplish the “Progetto Chievo Brasil” [Project Chievo-Brazil] intended to provide sports facilities to the favela in Alto do Mateus.
Even this year arrives the recognition of the trophy to the “Amici del Chievo” of the “Fair Play – G. Scirea” intended for the most correct fans.
And the adventure continues…
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Hellas Verona Football Club [commonly known simply as Verona, or Hellas within the city of Verona itself] is a professional Italian association football team,
based in Verona, Veneto. The team's colours are yellow and blue and gialloblu [literally, "yellow-blue" in Italian] is the team's most widely used nickname. The
colours represent the city itself and Verona's emblem [a yellow cross on a blue shield] appears on most team apparel. Two more team nicknames are Mastini [the
mastiffs] and Scaligeri, both references to Mastino I della Scala of the Della Scala princes that ruled the city during the 13th and 14th centuries.
The Scala family coat of arms is depicted on the team's jersey and on its trademark logo as a stylized image of two large, powerful mastiffs facing opposite
directions. In essence, the term "scaligeri" is synonymous with Veronese, and therefore can describe anything or anyone from Verona [e.g., Chievo Verona, a
different team that also links itself to the Scala family – specifically to Cangrande della Scala].
Hellas Verona have won one Italian Championship, in 1984/85. Since 1963 the club have played at the Stadio Marcantonio Bentegodi, which has a capacity of 39,211.
HISTORY:
Founded in 1903 by a group of high school students, the club was named Hellas [the Greek word for Greece], at the request of a professor of
Classics. At a time in which football was played seriously only in the larger cities of the northwest of Italy, most of Verona was indifferent to the
growing sport. However, when in 1906 two city teams chose the city's Roman amphitheatre as a venue to showcase the game, crowd
enthusiasm and media interest began to rise.
During these first few years Hellas was one of three or four area teams playing mainly at a municipal level while fighting against city rivals
Bentegodi to become the city's premier football outfit. By the 1907/1908 season, Hellas was playing against
regional teams and an intense rivalry with Vicenza Calcio that lasts to this day was born.
From 1898 to 1926 Italian football was organised into regional groups. In this period Hellas was one of the founding teams of the early league and
often among its top final contenders. In 1911, the city helped Hellas replace the early, gritty football fields with a proper venue. This allowed the team
to take part in its first regional tournament, which until 1926, was the qualifying stage for the national title.
In 1919, following a return to activity after a four year suspension of all football competition in Italy during
World War I the team merged with city rival Verona and changed its name to Hellas Verona. Between 1926
and 1929 the elite "Campionato Nazionale" assimilated the top sides from the various regional groups and Hellas Verona joined the
privileged teams, yet struggled to remain competitive.
Serie A, as it is structured today, began in 1929, when the Campionato Nazionale turned into a professional league. Still an amateur team,
Hellas merged with two city rivals, Bentegodi and Scaligera, to form AC Verona. Hoping to build a first class contender for future years the
new team debuted in Serie B in 1929. It would take the gialloblu 28 years to finally achieve their goal. After first being promoted to Serie A for one season in 1957/1958, in 1959 the
team merged with another city rival [called Hellas] and commemorated its beginnings by changing its name to Hellas Verona AC.
Coached by Nils Liedholm, the team returned to Serie A in 1968 and remained in the elite league almost without interruption until 1990. Along the way it scored a famous 5–3 win in
the 1972/1973 season that cost AC Milan the scudetto [the Serie A title]. The fact that the result came late during the last matchday of the season makes the sudden and
unexpected end to the rossoneri's title ambitions all the more memorable.
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president Saverio Garonzi. After a year in Serie B Hellas Verona returned to Serie A.
In the 1975/1976 season the team had a successful run in the Coppa Italia, eliminating highly rated teams such as Torino, Cagliari, and Inter from the tournament. However, in their
first ever final in the competition Hellas Verona were trounced 4–0 by Napoli.
Under the leadership of coach Osvaldo Bagnoli, in 1982/1983 the team secured 4 th place in Serie A [its highest finish at the time] and even lead the Serie A
standings for a few weeks. The same season Hellas again reached the Coppa Italia final. After a 2–0 home victory, Hellas Verona travelled to Turin to play
Juventus but were defeated 3–0 after extra time.
Further disappointment followed in the 1983/1984 season when the team again reached the Coppa Italia final, only to lose the Cup in the final minutes of the
return match against defending Serie A champions Roma.
Although the 1984/1985 squad was made up of a healthy mix of emerging players and mature stars, at the
beginning of the season no one would have regarded the team as having the necessary ingredients to make it
to the end. Certainly the additions of Hans-Peter Briegel in midfield and of Danish striker Preben Elkjær to
an attack that already featured the wing play of Pietro Fanna, the creative abilities of Antonio Di Gennaro and the scoring touch
of Giuseppe Galderisi were to prove crucial.
To mention a few of the memorable milestones on the road to the scudetto: a decisive win against Juventus
[2–0], with a goal scored by Elkjær after having lost a boot in a tackle just outside the box, set the stage early
in the championship; an away win over Udinese [5–3] ended any speculation that the team was losing energy
at the midway point; three straight wins [including a hard fought 1–0 victory against a strong AS Roma side]
served notice that the team had kept its polish and focus intact during their rival's final surge; and a 1–1 draw in Bergamo against Atalanta secured the title with a
game in hand.
Hellas Verona finished the year with a 15–13–2 record and 43 points, 4 points ahead of Torino with Inter and Sampdoria rounding out the top four spots. This
unusual final table of the Serie A [with the most successful Italian teams of the time, Juventus and AS Roma, ending up much lower than expected] has led to
many speculations. The 1984/1985 season was the only season when referees were assigned to matches by way of a random draw. Before then each referee had always been
assigned to a specific match by a special commission of referees (designatori arbitrali]. After the betting scandal of the early 1980 [the Calcio Scommesse scandal] it was decided to
clean up the image of Italian football by assigning referees randomly instead of picking them, in order to clear up all the suspicions and accusations always accompanying Italy's
football life. This resulted in a quieter championship and in a completely unexpected final table. In the following season, won again by Juventus, the choice of the referees went
back in the hands of the designatori arbitrali. In 2006 a major scandal in Italian football revealed that certain clubs had been illegally influencing the referee selection process, in an
attempt to ensure that certain referees were assigned to their matches.
These were more than mere modest achievements for a mid-size city with a limited appeal to fans across the nation. But soon enough financial difficulties caught up with team
managers. In 1991 the team folded and was reborn as Verona FC, regularly moving to and fro between Serie A and Serie B for several seasons. In 1995 the name was officially
changed back to Hellas Verona FC.
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After a three year stay, their last stint in Serie A ended in grief in 2002. That season emerging international talents such as Adrian Mutu, Mauro Camoranesi, Alberto Gilardino,
Martin Laursen, Massimo Oddo, Marco Cassetti and coach Alberto Malesani failed to capitalize on an excellent start and eventually dropped into fourth-to-last place for the first
time all season on the very last matchday, enforcing relegation into Serie B.
Following the 2002 relegation to Serie B, team fortunes continued to slip throughout the decade. In the 2003/2004 season Hellas Verona struggled in Serie B and spent most of the
season fighting off an unthinkable relegation to Serie C1. Undeterred, the fans supported their team and a string of late season wins eventually warded off the danger. Over 5,000
of them followed Hellas to Como on the final day of the season to celebrate.
In 2004/2005 things looked much brighter for the team. After a rocky start Hellas put together a string of results and climbed to third spot. The gialloblù held on to the position
until January 2005, when transfers weakened the team, yet they managed to take the battle for Serie A to the last day of the season.
The Serie B 2006-07 seemed to start well, due to the club takeover by Pietro Arvedi D'Emilei, which ended nine years of controversial rule by chairman Gianbattista Pastorello,
heavily contested by the supporters in his later years at Verona. However, Verona was immediately involved in the relegation battle, and Massimo Ficcadenti was replaced in
December 2006 by Giampiero Ventura. Despite a recovery in the results, Verona ended in an 18 th place, thus being forced to play a two-legged playoff against 19th-placed Spezia in
order to avert relegation. A 2–1 away loss in the first leg at La Spezia was followed by a 0–0 home tie, and Verona were relegated to Serie C1 after 64 years of play in the two
highest divisions.
Verona appointed experienced coach Franco Colomba for the new season with the aim to return to Serie B as soon as possible. However, despite being widely considered the
division favourite, the gialloblù spent almost the entire season in last place. After seven matches club management sacked Colomba in early October and replaced him with youth
team coach [and former Verona player] Davide Pellegrini. A new property acquired the club in late 2007, appointing in December Giovanni Galli as new director of football and
Maurizio Sarri as new head coach. Halfway through the 2007/2008 season the team remained at the bottom of Serie C1, on the brink of relegation to the fourth level (Serie C2). In
response, club management sacked Sarri and brought back Pellegrini. Thanks to a late-season surge the scaligeri avoided direct relegation by qualifying for the relegation playoff,
and narrowly averted dropping to Lega Pro Seconda Divisione in the final game, beating Pro Patria 2–1 on aggregate. However, despite the decline in results, attendance and
season ticket sales remained on 15,000 average.
For the 2008/2009 season Verona appointed former Sassuolo and Piacenza manager Gian Marco Remondina, with the aim to win promotion to Serie B. However the season did not
start impressively, with Verona being out of the playoff zone by mid-season, and club chairman Pietro Arvedi D'Emilei entering into a coma after being involved in a car crash on his
way back from a league match in December 2008. Arvedi died in March 2009, two months after the club was bought by new chairman Giovanni Martinelli.
The following season looked promising, as new transfer players were brought aboard, and fans enthusiastically embraced the new campaign. Season ticket figures climbed to over
10,000, placing Verona ahead of several Serie A teams and all but Torino in Serie B attendance. The team led the standings for much of the season, accumulating a seven-point lead
by early in the spring. However, the advantage was gradually squandered, and the team dropped to second place on the second last day of the season, with a chance to regain first
place in the final regular season match against Portogruaro on home soil. But Verona disappointed a crowd of over 25,000 fans and, with the loss, dropped to third place and
headed towards the playoffs. A managerial change for the postseason saw the firing of Remondina and the arrival of Giovanni Vavassori. After eliminating Rimini in the semi-finals
(1–0; 0–0) Verona lost the final to Pescara (2–2 on home soil and 0–1 in the return match) and were condemned to a fourth straight year of third division.
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Former Italia '90 star Giuseppe Giannini [a famous captain of Roma for many years] signed as manager for the 2010–11
campaign. Once again, the team was almost entirely revamped during the transfer season. The squad struggled in the early
months and Giannini was eventually sacked and replaced by former Inter Milan defender Andrea Mandorlini, who
succeeded in reorganizing the team's play and bringing discipline both on and off the pitch. In the second half of the season
Verona climbed back from the bottom of the division to clinch a playoff berth [5 th place] on the last day of the regular
season. The team advanced to the playoff final after eliminating Sorrento in the semis [3-1 agg]. Following the playoff final,
after four years of Lega Pro, Hellas Verona were promoted back to Serie B after a 2-1 [agg] win over Salernitana on June 19,
2011.
ON THE EUROPEAN STAGE:
The team made its first European appearance in 1983/1984 in the UEFA Cup and were knocked out in the second round of the tournament by Sturm Graz. In 1986 Hellas Verona AC
were eliminated from the European Cup by fellow Serie A side Juventus F.C. [the title holders after their victory the previous year over Liverpool]. In 1988 the team had its best
international result when it reached the UEFA Cup quarter-finals with four victories and three draws. The decisive defeat came from German side Werder Bremen.
DERBY WITH CHIEVO VERONA:
In the season 2001/2002, both Hellas Verona and the city rivals of ChievoVerona were playing in the Serie A. The first ever derby of Verona in Serie A took place on 18th November
2001, while both teams were ranked among the top four. The match was won by Hellas, 3–2. Chievo got revenge in the return match in spring 2002, winning 2–1. The city of Verona
became so the 5th city in Italy, after Milan, Rome, Turin and Genoa to host a derby (known as il derby della Scala) in Serie A.
STADIUM:
Up to 1963 Verona used to play its home matches in the "Old Bentegodi", a stadium holding a capacity of 5,000 people in the historical heart of
Verona, now demolished. Currently, Hellas Verona plays at the ‘Marcantonio Bentegodi Stadium’. Inaugurated as a state-of-the-art facility and as
one of Italy's finest venues in 1963. Nicknamed by the veronesi "The stadium of the forty thousand", alluding to the capacity considered too
large but that will prove the contrary when in the ‘80 the tens of thousands of fans filled the stadium
during Vernona’s golden age. The capacity was increased to 44,799 seats when the Bentegodi was
chosen to host some of the matches for the 1990 World Cup. Such innovations included an extra tier and
a roof to cover all sections, improved visibility, public transport connections, an urban motorway
connecting the city centre with the stadium and the Verona Nord motorway exit and services.
A building-integrated PV system entirely made of photocvoltaic solar panels has been installed on the rooftop during a major renovation. The
system was commissioned at the end of November 2009 and makes of the Bentegdi among the first in Europe to have such a system.
Despite playing two divisions lower than Chievo and missing out on travelling supporters from the large Serie A teams, Hellas Verona the city's traditionally bigger team still
managed to maintain higher average attendances than their rival during the 2009/10 season .
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Nuovo Coordinamento Club Hellas Verona 2003
The ‘Nuovo Coordinamento Club Hellas Verona 2003’ was born from a split with the already existing Coordination Centre Hellas Verona Club, still
active, due to irreconcilable differences with the then club of president Pastorello. In subsequent years any reconciliation attempts failed. In the new
denomination 2003 is to signify the year of constitution that coincided with the centenary of Hellas Vernona foundation [1903-2003]. Between the end
of the ’90s and the beginning of the year 2000, the organised and non-organised ‘gialloblù’ support, has been enriched by the variously mixed
formations both for the way they are conducted, both for their respective elements that make up the representative groups. The ‘Nuovo
Coordinamento Club Hellas Verona 2003’ has maintained, as one of its characteristics, the traditional
attachement in the entire territory of Verona, keeping its total autonomy from each foreign element that goes
against the characteristic of a healthy support towards the team carried out without the sole finality to reply to
the fans needs. This without any prejudice towards a fruitful and collaborative dialog with the Hellas Verona
club in all of its members as it has always been since the foundation of the Coordination Centre back in 1970. For some years it is affiliated
with the F.I.S.S.C. [Italian Federation of Soccer Supporters Clubs], with collaboration, dialog and friendship with other Coordination Centres
of teams coming from Serie A, Serie B and Lega Pro. In its statute, the association is absolutely non-political and non-profitable. Its based
entierally on volontary work by a group of people performing the typical functions required by any social-sport association.
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A Timeless Faith...
by the Club Forza Cesena “Uva Nera” San Mauro Pascoli
I have just visited the beautiful exhibition held by the Coordination Cesena Clubs to celebrate its first 40
years of activity and am pleasantly confused. I long for my father, who from the age of 8 made me fall in
love with Cesena, accompany me and my brother to the old Fiorita, still in pure tubes and wood benches.
I am proud to have cheered for the seahorse in Serie A on 4 different occasions over a period of thirty
years. I am filled with joy for the inquisitive questions my son began to put foward when with the eyes
of a child saw the memorabilia bianconera exposed. A faith that pass through time and that unites a
family for several generations: even those who are not here seem present: so much is the emotion that
memories bring while walking around the exhibition. For an evening, on stage looming heroes without
time such as Giampiero Ceccarelli, our symbol with 591 presences, all and only with Cesena, such as
Paolo Ammoniaci author of the first historic goal in the first derby against Bologna in our first Serie A
appearance, as Maurizio Orlandi and Luigi Danova, all protagonists of a age which is no more and which I
can imagine in my father’s Panini stickers, then in his twenties. It remindes me of a verse from "La
locomotiva" [The Locomotive] by Francesco Guccini:<<... How many years have you seen then, of what
colour was her hair, but in fantasy I have her image, the heroes are all beautiful and young!>>. A jump in
time of thirty years and in the hall also appears coach Fabrizio Castori and some of his boys from the
2003/2004 season like Riccardo Bocchini, Simone Groppi and Simone Confalone. These I have followed
and supported no so long ago, as memories become more clear and detailed: matches, results, episodes.
Football that is rapidly changing but a faith that does or rather never waver. In the limited space of just
a few square meters, are found memories of distant expoits, some lived, many heard of as if they were
part of a legend [Magdeburg in UEFA Cup]; youthful memories when one begins to feel independent
[the tiebreaker won in San Benedetto or that lost in Cremona]; recent memories which saw me
protagonist on the terraces of the triple jump from Serie C to Serie A. And tomorrow, what will happen
to us? This I cannot know, but a certainty I have, seeing that my son was with me this evening ...
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Celebrating the Club Torcida Bianconera...
by Roby Checchia - President Coordination Clubs Cesena

Wednesday 21 March at the parish hall of Santa Maria Nuova
was held the feast of the Cesena Club Torcida Bianconeri,
affiliated to the Coordination Cesena Clubs: remarkable the
record number of participants [about 200], in the light of the
recent team performance. The motto of the evening, taken
from a famous sond by Max Pezzali, was: "in good fortune
and in adversity, in joy and in difficulties, if yu will be there, I’ll
will be there too", to stress how the fans of the Torcida are
willing to follow their favourite team in every circumstance,
demonstrating an admirable passion. To represent AC Cesena
there were, the sporting director Maurizio Marin, Nicoletta
Tozzi [resp. Marketing & Social], Leonardio Scirpoli [team
escort 1^] and the players Comotto, Moras and two kids from the bianconero
youth area, Ravaglia e Tommaso Arrigoni.
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Fund Raising For The Victims Of The Earthquake...
by Roby Checchia - President Coordination Clubs Cesena Calcio
We are asking for a minute of attention to present a social initiative to which the
Coordination Clubs Cesena has decided to adhere
to. The proposal which we want to “embrace”
was made by Luciano Achilli, President the Club
“Marea Bianconera” of Riccione, and consists in
collecting funds for the victims of the earthquake
which hit the Emilia Romagna region.

Luciano

Achilli assisted by Patrignani Fausto is not new to
such social intiatives. In fact, has given life to a
Cultural Association called “Riccione di una volta” [Once Riccione] that is also
involved at a local level in helping those who are less fortunate and in need of aid
materials. One of the most recent participation have been made on the occassion
of the Aquila earthquake.

Luciano raises funds for the purchase of basic

necessities which he personally deliver to the affected populations without having
to pass through intermediaries. Therefore, in case anybody wishes to contribute
to this initiatives can either contact Luciano Achilli 339-3183100 or Roberto
Checchia 392-3186688 for the collection of funds to be made not later then
Thursday 7th June so that we can arrange the delivery of the basic necessities
[bread, pasta, disinfectants, diapers, sanitary meterials, etc] during the day of
Saturday 9 June. Indeed don’t miss on this opportunity to produce a goal for the
solidarity team.
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Fair Play Please...
by Roby Checchia - President Coordination Clubs Cesena

An initiative that intends to emphasise with force the sound principles that animate the
organisations of fans legally constituted and operating, convinced that it is always possible to
cgeer collectively, warm-heartedly and coloured, provided this is done in all forms of a healthy
sports culture and the peaceful co-existence, in respect of the ethical sports values. This is
what happened Sunday 29 April in occassion of Inter - Cesena in the CCIC offices where, under
the fair play ensign, took place a pleasant exchange of gifts betweel Fausto Sala and the
delegation of the Coordination Cesena Clubs, which soon is celebration its 40th anniversary of
activity, composed by the active president Roberto Checchia and the councillor Maurizio
Bravaccini. For our cesena friends the hospitality was extended to 68 of their little fans which
were accomodated in the first orange sector of the stadium together with their junior
counterparts members of the Coordination Romagna. It was really exciting, as documented by
the photos, watching these young fans and their respective escorts enthusiastic for their idols
and not sparing applause for the other players on the field and, with the rapid succession of
actions, see the coloured banners bianconeri and nerazzurri mixing up in a hym to football. The
verdict of the field was insignificant since for both the Coordination Centres the priority was the
climate of friendship that should prevail in accordance to the dictate of FISSC of which both are
very active. Durning the interval between the first and second half a further demonstration of
brotherhood with the children parading passionately onto the field all together guided by the
Coordinator for the Romagna, Oreste Lugaresi, and the President of the Coordination Clubs
Cesena, Roberto Checchia.
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GranGala Chievoverona 2012
by the Coordination Centre ‘Amici del ChievoVerona’

This

year

too,

the

Coordination

‘Amici

del

ChievoVerona’ has organised the ’Gala ChievoVerona
2012’, the feast for all members of the clubs affiliated
to the Centre. The event was held ‘Centro Risi’ of via
Bastia at Isola della Scala.
During the evening were present all the players of
ChievoVerona who made themselves available to all
for photos and autographs.
At the dinner were also present the technical staff
headed by mister Domenico Di Carlo, and the
executive staff and president Luca Campedelli, in
addition to some former players representing
‘Squadra Chievo Cuore’.
In the course of the evening were extracted prizes in
the lottery of which part of the proceeds will be
donated to Abeo.
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So that everybody is aware of what is behind EURO 2012
article taken from the site of the Curva Nord 69
In occasion of the return match of the Champions League between Inter and Marseille, the ‘Nord’ decided to give
importance to the request for aid made by OIPA [International Organisation For Animal Protection] for public
awareness of what is happening in Ukraine, where where for about a year, the local authorities have decided to clean
up the streets from stray dogs and cats in view of the oncoming european football tournament this summer with a real
case of estermination [see excerpt of the press reports for inter-marseille published below and http://www.oipa.org/
italia/randagismo/ucraina.html]

UEFA: STOP THE DOG MASSACRE IN UKRAINE!
This was the message that has eachoed from the inside of the San Siro Stadium up to the OIPA aid in piazzale Lotto.
For the umpteenth time we regret to observe and witness how ‘the football carousel’ with all the millions of euros which
are behind does not know the significance of the word ‘shame’ and the fact that even in 2012 particularly UEFA, which
continues to launch transverse appeals for civil conduct and respect, does not take care to control what is happening in
places that have been selected to organise its competitions is the least embarrassing.
As much as it is emarrassing that it is the Ultras, the usual vulgar, ignorant and violent […..], to raise public awareness in place of various persons of goodwill
which from from time time emerge as civilian models to imitate.
With regard to models [NOT] to imitate…on the stands there was Platini who, as the major figure of european football, has dimonstrated only words and no
action...
We wonder if sooner or later....
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Soccer Scandal : Mantua, Class Action Fans against the Accused...
article taken from the Ansa web site
(ANSA) - MANTUA, 10 APR - The legal representative of the Mantua fans, Avv. Dionigi Biancardi, presented today to the prosecutor’s office in
Cremona the request to constitute as accuser, against the former biancorossi players accused of bribery in the recent soccer scandal brought to
light by the cremonese public prosecutor.
The class action signed by 153 fans is against the formes biancorossi players accused of bribery in matches involving the Mantova F.C.. when the
team was in serie B. These are Carlo Gervasoni, Riccardo Fissore, Allessandro Pellicori, Gianluca Nicco, Dario Passoni and the former sports director
Giuseppe Magalini.
With this act of intervention, so it is technically called, filed this morning the biancorossi fans, forming part of the Coordination Centre of Mantova, seek to intervene
in the forthcoming trail to obtain compensation for damages suffered with the relegation of the club, bankrupt and relegated among the amateurs.
Also today in the prosecutor’s office in Cremona, assisted by lawyer Beatrice Biancardi, six former AC Mantova employees, formalised the act of appointment as
defendant as offended party to intervene in the trail.

Carlo Gervasoni - one of the accused against
whom the Mantova fans have instituted the
Class Action.
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40Times I Love You...
by Fabrizio Di Francesco
Friday 4 May, the headquarters of the Italian Association Roma Club was literally taken d’assault by the roman press in the occassion of the official presentation of the book
‘40 times I love you’, which recounts the story of the forty years in the life of the association. It is only the first of a series of events
designed to worthly celebrate something that only the Roma organised fans are able to realize: forty years of love and cheer for their
team. At the beginning of the upcoming football season a choreography at the stadium which for this season was postponed several
times due to the not so brillant results of the team [alas!] will be realised. And then a splendid fiesta that will see the participation of a
representation of both the club directors and players. In this book, which we have affectionately written, we recount the history of the
association since the seventies, when the then President Anzalone decided to reunite in one group all those giallorossi circles which had
spontaneously arose in the neighborhoods of the capital. We have divided the volume into four decades by recuonting the major events
related to the presidencies of Anzalone, Viola, Franco e Rosella Sensi. To all these families we asked, in a dedicated interview, what were their recollections of the relations
with the Roma Club. Particularly exciting was the encounter with Anzalone who was so surprised that we still remembered him. It was a big commitment to find articles
and photos of the time, to recreate a thread that has seen alternating variuos personalities who contributed to the birth and growth of the association: the late Renato
Faitella, Giancarlo Fabrizio, Sergio Terenzi, Nilo Iosa, Aldo Sbaffo, up to the current president Francesco Lotito. With this article we don’t want to recount our history but
just invite you to read the book that faithfully reconstructs the history of the giallorossi organised fans. At the press conference for the presentation were present the
directors of the Coordination Centre Roma Club. And two welcomed guests: the giallorosso Administrative Delegate Dr. Claudio Fenucci and Ms. Maria Sensi always next
to the Roma Club. President Francesco Lotito opened the press conference by greeting and thanking all those present, then leaving the word to the two co-authors of the
book : the vicepresident Fabrizio Di Francesco who synthesized the four decades of the history of the association and the counsellor
Gianfranco Rosati who highlighted the operational difficulties encountered while searching for old articles, collections of magazines and
photos of the era. Then it was the turn of Dr. Fenucci to comment on the event thanking the A.I.R.C. for having made such an important
documentation on the life of the Roma Club. At the end of the conference, the journalists surrouned Dr.
Fenucci hoping to in vain to have some anticipation on the future Roma coach. It was a great afternoon,
lived with pride, a pinch of emotion especially for those who, like myself, has personally lived through these
four decades. We would like to thank the roman press who honoured with its presence the launching of
the book. For further information on the book we suggest one visits: segreteria@associazioneitalianaromaclub.it
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Razute - The Clown between the Hospitals Wards and the Friuli Stand...
by the Association Udinese Club
I introduce myself
My name is Jonny Pavan and am the President of the A. P. S. 100% UDINESE in Palazzolo dello Stella in the province of Udine.
Everything begun in 2008, while watching ‘Striscia la Notizia’ which was broadcasting a feature on the occasion of the ‘National Day of
the Red Nose’. I was so curious to the point that I just fell in love with that Red Nose, I signed up and did a course with the ‘Friulclaun’
and offfffffffffff with Razute - the nickname that I chose for my activity as a clown which in friulian means ‘little duckling’.
My job as Clown VIP which stands for ‘Vivere In Positivo’ [Live Positively] is in itself a mission, give birth to the desire to live to the ones
who have lost this desire, using as tools such as joy, singing, smiling, playing, dancing, miming, magic, friendship and faith, doing it both
in the streets and in hospitals, in any part of the world where there are persons to whom we have to remind them that life is a
wonderful opportunity and that just a smile can give birth to the ‘greatest miracle in the world’.
The day of Razute passes between the hospital wards especially in the Paediartic, trying to bring joy and happiness, playing with the hospitalized children - and the most
beautiful feeling is to become a kid again, enjoying yourself by bringing a smile where most needed. But as with all jobs at the end of the day even Razute feels physically
KO. But returning home as Jonny, I feel in my heart and mind a sense of happiness and serenity, I feel spiritually more enriched, feelings so difficult to explain....
I would like to conclude this article with the VIP FRIULCLAUN Onlus motto:
"United to grow [and laugh] together"
che possiamo benissimo tradurlo per noi tifosi in:
"United to grow [and support] together".
Mandi and Bussadonis Jonny alias Razute
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These phrases we found them on the website of the Coordination Cesena Clubs and in reading them we thought that they
can also be the considerations made by any football fan of any team, so here they are to salute a championship which goes
into the archives - they are a wish to all fans winners and losers that they may serve to calm both minds and all the
environment of the football world so that the game of football continues to be a celebration of sport ....
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I wish…
It is the last day of the championship and i
wish…
Wish the stadium was full…
Wish everyone brings with him something di
bianconero to wave with…
Wish that the whistling accompanies only the
entry and exit of the players…
Wish that through the entire game they are
ignored…
Wish all to sing out loudly ‘Romagna Mia’…
Wish our singing last 90 minutes…
Wish the club, the staff and especially the team
understand why we do it…
Wish that they are ashamed of their wrong
doings through the season…
Wish not to see those who did not give their
best at the Manuzzi if not as opponents…
Wish that in spite of all its a feast…
Wish that all Italy sees how civilized the
Romagnoli are…
Wish we are reintegrated…
Wish they could learn from their mistakes…
Wish they will not repeat them again…
Wish again to have a team worthy of the
name…
Wish to continue to love and support her…
Wish to jump into the fountain…
Wish to stay three days with a hangover…
I Wish, I wish, I wish!!!
Stefano Manzi
Club Forza Cesena
"Uva Nera" San Mauro Pascoli
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